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Overview of the Problem 
 

Toronto is the largest city in Canada, with a population of 2.93 million people. The Greater Toronto Area 

surrounding the Metropolitan Toronto has an even more impressive population of nearly 6 million. All 

these people and many more tourists and visitors require fast and accessible transport at an affordable cost 

to accommodate their needs.  

 

In a city as large and diverse as Toronto, getting where you need becomes a significant struggle for 

everyone. The narrow streets of downtown do not accommodate parking for tens of thousands of daily 

work commuters coming to the city, leading to a scavenger hunt for an available parking space. Even 

when a parking spot is found, the prices deter many from even considering it, as many earn less per hour 

than the parking costs.  

 

Certainly, as many Torontonians do, you can use the TTC. Many people drive to the closest TTC subway 

station to their home, drop off their car in a free parking space, and leave for work on the subway. Great 

solution, one may say. Not really! Upon arrival, they find themselves in a position that to go anywhere 

else in the city, they will need a car, and it’s pretty far away. TTC remains the only option for these 

individuals, leading to hours spent in traffic on buses, sweat-drained subway trains packed to the brim 

with people, or, worst case scenario, anticipating the shuttle bus that will take an hour to arrive and two 

more to get you where you need to be.  

 

Other leisure travellers, who love downtown Toronto for the great scenery, vibrant communities and 

amazing people, are also a big demographic that commutes downtown. These people, whether by taxi, 

driving, or TTC, get downtown but end up in a peculiar position they can’t resolve. If they come via taxi 

or TTC, they would have to use the same transport, which would be either expensive or time-consuming. 

Moreover, enjoying the city of Toronto is a good way to spend your time, but not from the subway 

tunnels. For drivers, the issue of alternative parking emerges, leading many people to resort to taxis and 

TTC.  

 

In simple terms, downtown Toronto has a transportation problem making short-distance quick transport 

impossible, unattainable, or extremely expensive. Yet there is a solution that was already implemented in 

numerous cities across the globe. They are personal mobility devices or, as we call them - eScooters.  

 

Business Canvas Model 
 

Key Partners 

 

To minimize costs and optimize the operations of MapleGO, we will partner with several different 

suppliers and organizations. These partnerships aim to reduce the cost of launching MapleGO and 

minimize any barriers to entry that we will face. Outsourcing certain activities will enable MapleGO to be 

run by fewer staff, which will lower costs even further. The following organizations and suppliers were 

contacted and expressed interest in supplying certain devices/services to MapleGO: 
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Mobile App - Atom Mobility 

 

ATOM Mobility is Latvia based provider of mobile apps in frontend and backend programming and 

hosting. They specialize in providing apps for vehicle-sharing organizations just like MapleGO.  

 

Their services are currently being used by vehicle-sharing providers in Latvia, Poland, Germany, the UK 

and many more. Their expertise in developing such specialized apps will enable MapleGo to outsource 

app operations to a third party minimizing the upfront cost. Also, due to ATOM’s experience in this 

industry, they will be able to provide all CRM software capabilities within the app and the mandatory 

safety waiver, invoicing, payment, etc.  

 

ATOM Mobility has quoted MapleGO on this project and offered a $15,000 initiation fee with a $3,500 

monthly fee. The features included in this package are: 

 

● The MapleGO custom app for iOS and Android devices.  

○ Regular security and UI/UX updates will be provided  

● Operational Team App 

○ Specialized app for our team’s “collectors,” who will collect the dropped-off scooters at 

bike racks, take them over to major hubs for charging, change any damaged, easily-

replaceable parts, or, if the scooter is broken, take it to be fixed to the partnering facility.  

● Management Dashboard 

○ Management software that will allow the MapleGO team to track all e-scooters via GPS 

and GSM 

○ Check geographic popularity and use an in-built AI to recommend better scooter 

placement for more rides 

○ See the current and predicted sales using an inbuilt AI 

○ Create automatic reports on e-scooters status, earnings, sales, etc. 

● The software comes with multiple APIs enabling a variety of different integrations like: 

○ Email 

○ Phone 

○ Payment providers (for local payment methods like Interac) 

○ NFC 

○ Data collection (defined in terms of service) 

○ Online Invoicing 

 

 

E-Scooters & Charging Stations - Wuxi Jinyue Science and Technology Co., Ltd (WJST) 

 

WJST is one of the older e-scooter producers based in Guangzhou, China, specializing in exporting low-

cost, high-quality centralized system e-scooters as well as other accessories for them like charging docks 

and pre-programmed remote control & tracking Arduino boards. They have had a great history of 

operations with over $240,000 in sales and an Alibaba 4.5/5 rating.  
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As most e-scooters are produced in China, there is no better option for picking a producer than a China-

based factory. The major difficulty faced by MapleGO at the planning stage was the shipment of e-

scooters and docks to Canada, as all of them are heavy and large. During the negotiations with WJST, 

MapleGO was offered to put the whole order in one shipping container to be delivered all together. Such 

delivery will minimize the waiting time as well as lower the associated delivery cost. The business partner 

of WJST, who specialize in logistics, offered to send a container with a door-to-door delivery from the 

WJST Guangzhou-based factory to our facility in Toronto for $10,400, including shipping insurance.  

 

As per current Canadian Import Law, e-scooters do not require paying any duty upon import to Canada. 

To minimize any tax payment, the import would be coming through British Columbia to eliminate any 

PST payment. British Columbia waives the PST charge for importing e-scooters with certain limitations, 

which the e-scooters ordered complie with. Such a route will enable MapleGO to pay $0 in taxes for 

importing e-scooters. The PST for importing the charging docks for scooters will constitute $313.95 total 

and $0 duty.  

 

E-Scooter - M365 

 

● Max Speed - 24km/h 

● Foldable 

● Battery - 10AH/36V (270WH) 

● Range - 30km 

● Display - RGB LCD 

● Power - 350w 

● Smart Functionality - Bluetooth music, Smart screen with ride data (time left riding, speed, power 

used, battery capacity, etc.) 

● Material - avionic aluminum alloy 

● Brakes - electric brake & disc brake 

● Weight - 20kg 

● Anti Skid Tyre 

● Cruise Control 

● Max load - 120kg 

● Wheel size - 8.5inch 

● LED front and back lights 

● Regular charging (20W) - 5-6 hours to full charge 

● Fast charging (via dock) - 2-2.5 hours 

● Branded customization 

● Price - $176 per scooter. The total order of 100 scooters - is $17,600 

 

E-Scooter Dock 

 

● Output power - 126W max per slot 

● Large 43” LCD Screen  

● Charges 12 E-Scooters per Dock 

● Advertisements for business partners 
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● Operational info for clients (which scooters are fully charged, closest sightseeing opportunities, 

etc.) 

● Operating temperature -10°C to +40°C 

● Operating Humidity - 5% to 95% 

● Charging time per scooter - 2-2.5 hours 

● Price - $299 per single dock. Total for 15 docks - $4,485 

 

Shenzhen Omni Intelligent Technology (SOIT) - Smart Locks 

 

SOIT is a major player in the bike/scooter accessories market, specializing in smart products that can be 

easily integrated into existing systems via standard API. The reputation of SOIT speaks for itself, with 

over $220,000 in sales and an Alibaba 4.9/5 rating.  

 

E-Scooter Lock 

 

● RFID/NFC enabled - can be unlocked via a tap of the phone 

● GPS/GSM/LTE enabled for remote control and tracking 

● Solar powered 

● Rigid stainless steel shell 

● Free API for HIVE System (ATOM uses HIVE) integration 

● Can lock the bike to an external pole/bike rack so the scooters can be dropped off wherever in the 

service area.  

● Automatic piston-powered lock 

● SSL encrypted 

● Price - $33.60 per piece. Total cost for 120 locks - $3,360 

● Delivery & Import fees - $1,565.93 

 

Sharp Insurance - E-scooter Insurance  

 

Sharp is an upcoming insurance company located in Canada and covers all of Canada for its services. 

They offer personal and corporate insurance on housing, automobiles, travel and Personal Lightweight 

Electric-powered Transportation Devices (PLETD, which qualify for e-scooters). Their insurance plans 

come with low deductibles and prices in case of large numbers of insured vehicles. After an inquiry, a 

quote was offered with a $48 per month insurance plan per scooter. This plan comes with a $100 

deductible, up to $10,000 in maintenance costs per year and full compensation ($1,500) in case of theft or 

inability to fix the scooter. The total cost for insurance for the whole fleet would be $4,800 per month.  

 

Dock Location Areas 

 

Working with multiple landowners and in partnership with the City of Toronto, we have been given free 

access to 15 locations over downtown Toronto to set up our charging docks. In exchange, our dock 

screens will run periodical ads for impacted businesses. The contract will be signed for 24 months with a 

possible extension. The electricity costs for all docks per year are estimated to be $1,080 (display, 

charging and communication to the hub for all docks) 
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EMMO - Maintenance & Storage  

 

EMMO is a Toronto-based e-bike shop and maintenance center specializing in private electronic vehicles 

like e-scooters. After negotiations with EMMO, a decision was made to enable MapleGO to receive 

maintenance services as well as any required up-keeping of scooters. The maintenance fees would be 

covered by insurance, and delivery to and from the EMMO location would be done by MapleGo 

collectors. Storage of e-scooters before and after fixing will be complimentary. Additional storage will be 

done through EMMO on their co-owned storage facility at a reduced cost of $10,000 per year.  

  

Key Activities 

 

MapleGO will provide an accessible, cheap, eco-friendly, and enjoyable commute option for 

Torontonians using e-scooters. MapleGO, via our custom mobile app, will allow clients to pick up the 

scooters and locate them all over downtown Toronto to commute within the downtown core area. Within 

this area, MapleGO clients can commute for work, leisure, school, and other purposes much faster than 

TTC and cheaper than by car, with no need to look for parking. Using the custom MapleGo app, our 

clients could choose between special services tailored specifically to different audiences. 

 

Key Resources 

 

● Human 

○ Chief Executive Officer  

■ +1 Assistant 

○ Chief Marketing Officer 

■ +1 Assistant 

○ Chief Financial Officer 

■ +1 Assistant 

○ Chief Operations Officer 

■ +1 Assistant 

○ Chief Technology Officer 

■ +1 Assistant 

○ 5x Collectors  

■ Will be collecting e-scooters all over downtown and taking them to charge in the 

docks after the battery falls below 10%.  

■ Will assess the scooter’s condition, and if repair is required, take it to our partner 

repair shop.  

○ 5x Client Relation Specialists 

■ Will work with our clients via the chatbot feature within the app.  

■ Further escalation of the issue will be done through the corporate communication 

system (provided by ATOM) to request authorized decisions from Finance, 

Operations and Technology departments.  

● Financial - Seed Funding ($78,000) 

○ Line of Credit (TD Canada Trust) - $50,000 
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○ NRC-IRAP Technology Innovation Funding - $15,000 (funding for Canadian SMEs 

looking for technologically innovative solutions to grow - ATOM App) 

○ Ontario Small Business Grant - $5,000 

○ Personal Investment - $8,000 

● Intellectual 

○ MapleGo Trademark 

● Physical 

○ 100x scooters  

○ 120x smart locks 

○ 15x e-scooter docks 

○ MapleGo App 

 

 

Value Proposition 

 

MapleGo was created to enable Torontonians to commute all over the downtown core without worrying 

about questions that frequently emerge in TTC or inside cars coming into the city. Our clients would be 

able to utilize accessible and low-cost e-scooters located all over the city core to easily and quickly go 

where they need to be, with no wait times, no parking-hunting and no high fees. At MapleGo, we 

established our goal to expand the commuting possibilities of downtown Toronto visitors and locals for 

various purposes. 

 

For many people who work downtown, parking hunting can become a separate adventure and, in the end, 

will be excruciatingly expensive. With MapleGo, there is no need to look for a parking spot, or even the 

scooter dock, as the e-scooters can be dropped off at any bike pole, locked via the attached locking 

mechanism and left for the next rider.  

 

TTC users, who daily have to wait 12 minutes after changing from one TTC means of transport to 

another, know very well what it feels like to be stuck at a bus station with no option but to wait. 

Moreover, an average of 57 delays per day occurs only on TTC Subway, leading to numerous missed 

business meetings, dates, interviews and other vitally important events. MapleGo, with its diverse 

positioning of scooters in downtown Toronto, will enable TTC commuters to switch to a more reliable, 

enjoyable and fast means of transport that is flexible enough to take you just where you need to be 

without having to walk the last mile to your office.  

 

Lastly, over 27 million tourists visit Toronto annually to enjoy and practice the Canadian Metropolitan 

lifestyle. Yet, these people must rely on sky-high expensive Uber rides to commute or indulge in the 

smelly and not-so-attractive public transit. MapleGo will enable our international and domestic guests to 

commute to the most popular sightseeing locations all over Toronto downtown for a fraction of the cost of 

an Uber ride while making the ride that much more adventurous and fun than sitting in a subway train. 

Moreover, designated routes will be created for our guests, making an adventurous trail taking them over 

the best attractions, sightseeing locations, restaurants, and more downtown Toronto has to offer.  

 

Customer Relationships 
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MapleGo’s culture revolves around enabling our customers to feel safe and special with us rather than 

forgotten or angry. This culture dictated the approach we took to communicate with our valued clients. 

An in-built automatic chatbot (powered by ATOM) will be available to customers 24 hours, seven days a 

week, to ask various questions that would be matched with a pre-existing Q&A database.  

 

If our automatic response AI cannot answer the question, a customer support agent will be connected to 

the chat to resolve the issue. The agents will be available 8 hours per day, seven days a week, allowing 

most issues to be resolved within 12 hours. If the issue at hand requires authorization from one of the 

heads of other departments, a request would be sent to that department using the ATOM corporate 

communication system. The response would be directly transmitted to the customer, enabling absolute 

transparency.  

 

As per the MapleGO culture, we will embrace the ability to communicate with the various audiences we 

have among our clients. Upon registration with MapleGo, clients would be asked to answer a few 

questions, specifically about why they commute to the city. Different audiences will receive separate 

offers and communication notifications through the app and email. For example, for our valued “leisure” 

travellers, MapleGO will provide temporary free ride opportunities during the off-peak hours, while for 

our “business” travellers, we will provide discounts for long-term commitments via a subscription. 

“Tourists” travellers, on the other hand, will receive communication and notification in their home 

language (ATOM integrated live translate) 

 

Channels 

 

The main communication channel for MapleGO will be the MapleGO App, available on iOS and Android 

devices. This app will enable customers to purchase MapleGo services, communicate with the support 

team, and be updated on the latest offers and discounts. Email would also accompany the notifications 

from the app and provide a second option for directly connecting with MapleGo and for MapleGo to 

directly connect with our clients.  

 

For marketing and advertising purposes, Facebook Ads and Google Ads and social media will be used to 

reach out to MapleGo target audiences and empower them to become MapleGo clients. Offline 

advertising will also be strategically placed on TTC trains, buses and near roads in downtown Toronto to 

showcase the value MapleGO can bring while our potential clients struggle with their current means of 

transport.  

 

Customer Segments 

 

● “Workers” 

○ Age: 20-40  

○ Income: $30,000 - $90,000 (low-mid to high-mid) 

○ Occupation Location: Downtown Toronto 

○ Anticipated value: Quick, cheap and accessible commuting within downtown 
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○ Location: lives in the downtown or commutes to downtown and leaves their transport 

outside the city core or uses TTC for the commute. 

○ Interests: Tech-savvy, work-oriented, adventure-seeking 

● “Leisure travellers” 

○ Age: 16-40 (All riders below 18 years old will require a bike helmet to ride) 

○ Income: $30,000+ 

○ Anticipated value: accessible and fun transport with downtown Toronto to and from 

different points of interest (shopping malls, events, parks, etc.).  

○ Location: GTA  

○ Interests: city life, shopping, dining out, outdoors, travelling, adventure-seeking, tech-

savvy.  

● “Tourists” 

○ Age: 20-50 

○ Income: $45,000+ 

○ Anticipated value: intriguing, fun, and cheap way to commute to the main points of 

interest, sightseeing locations, malls and other attractions Toronto offers.  

○ Location: Foreign tourists or Domestic tourists not from GTA 

○ Interests: sightseeing, shopping, adventure, seeing the “real” Toronto.  

 

Cost Structure 

 

 

——————— Upfront Fixed (per year) Variable (per 

year) 

Total (upfront 

costs + annual) 

ATOM - App & 

Software 

$15,000 $42,000 NA $57,000 

WJST - E-

Scooters & Docks 

$32,798.95 NA NA $32,798.95 

SOIT - Smart 

Locks 

$4,925.93 NA NA $4,925.93 

Sharp Insurance NA NA $57,600 per 100 e-

scooters 

$57,600 

Electricity NA NA $1,080 per 100 e-

scooters 

$1,080 

EMMO - 

Maintenance & 

Storage 

NA $10,000 (storage) $10,000 per 100 e-

scooters 

(insurance 

deductibles) 

$20,000 
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Wages NA $450,000 (core 

team) 

$500,000 

(assistants (5x), 

collectors (5x) and 

customer support 

specialists (5x), 

partially seasonal) 

$950,000 

Marketing $25,275.12 $500,000 

(cumulative 

expected 

marketing costs) 

NA $525,275.12 

Total $78,000 $1,002,000 $568,680 $1,648,680 

 

 

Revenue Streams  

 

 

 

—————— Hours Riding 

(annually/per 

day) 

Annually Off-

peak (12AM - 

7AM): $14.99 

per hour* 

Mid-peak 

annually 

(1PM-4PM, 

9PM-11PM): 

$18.99 per 

hour* 

High-Peak 

annually 

(8AM-12PM, 

5PM-8PM): 

$22.99 per 

hour* 

Total (annual 

revenue) 

Rides & 

Revenue 

120,000 per 

year/5 per day 

$179,880 $683,640 $1,655,280 $2,518,800 

 

Market Research 
 

The personal micro vehicle market in Toronto remains untouched at the macro level. Compared to other 

cities like London, UK, where over ten competing e-scooter/e-bike organizations operate, Toronto only 

has BikeShare, which is a public service funded by the Toronto government. Yet even BikeShare mostly 

provides standard non-electric bicycles rather than enabling non-physical acceleration. There still are 

some organizations in Toronto that rent e-scooters on an hourly basis. However, due to the inability to 

scale, they fail to capture the downtown commuters. It’s complicated to say exactly why they failed to 

scale, but the possible reasons could be the substantial upfront cost, the complication of installing the 

charging docks, as well as fear of damage to e-scooters. Such issues, though serious, have simple 

solutions like partnering with businesses and installing docks on their territory, importing devices from 

China for lower prices and imposing security protocols like security cameras and e-scooter tracking.  

 

At the same time, comparing Toronto to other cities of similar size and culture, like Chicago (similar area 

of downtown and population), they have immense demand for e-scooters. Over 1000 e-scooters and 230 
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docks have been deployed in Chicago only since May 2022, and the demand is still rocketing high, 

leading to people scrambling to get the e-scooter before they run out at the docks. Such observations all 

over the US and Europe mean that Toronto, too, has an unsatisfied market for easily accessible and 

financially viable e-scooter transport.  

 

The unique characteristics of Toronto also benefit e-scooters substantially. The warm Spring, Summer 

and Fall enable MapleGo to operate for eight months per year while minimizing costs and temporarily 

shutting down for the winter. At the same time, the geography of Toronto substantially favours means of 

transport like e-scooters. Due to the topology of the land, downtown Toronto has an elevation variability 

of only 50m, making the commute of e-scooters much cheaper and removing a lot of strain on the devices 

themselves, lowering the maintenance costs.  

 

E-scooters as a phenomenon were always linked to more vibrant, young, eco-aware, and technologically 

advanced people, and Toronto has an abundance of this demographic. Moreover, the crucial aspect is that 

this young demographic is financially stable and capable of paying for a slightly more expensive means of 

transport than public transit in exchange for substantially more adventurous travel.  

 

At this moment, the e-scooter ride-sharing market in Toronto is extremely small, if not non-existent. Due 

to certain weather restrictions and extremely stringent legislation (up until recently), such businesses 

didn’t see any future success. Thankfully, due to new legal reform and technological advances for 

batteries to operate in colder weather, an e-scooter ride-sharing business now has potential in Toronto.  

 

 

Market focus 
 

MapleGO will emphasize communicating with three social groups in marketing and public relations. 

First, MapleGO will reach out to daily commuting workers employed in downtown Toronto who live 

outside of the city or have to use some vehicle to reach their homes. Engaging with this audience, a clear 

message outlining the benefits of using MapleGO as their commute option rather than the personal 

vehicle or the TTC would be delivered. This outreach would be conducted through the use of Social 

Media, targeted online advertising and strategically placed billboards, incentivizing workers” to try 

MapleGO rather than their current means of transport. The value-proposition to this demographic will be 

“Get to work faster, get home faster. No traffic, no waiting times, just GO!” 

 

The second demographic will be the leisure travellers coming downtown for entertainment or other non-

work-related means. These people are Toronto locals who frequently commute to the city core for lunch, 

shopping, or just to go for a walk. Therefore, this demographic is in dire need of accessible, not 

expensive, fun and simple means of transport for a short-distance commute. To reach out to this 

demographic, a similar set of means will be used as for the workers. However, other approaches will be 

incorporated, like partnerships with restaurants/retailers to give away free rides to their clients. The value-

proposition to this demographic will be “We make downtown Toronto as accessible for you as your own 

living room. No parking, no off-hours, no surge pricing, just GO!” 
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The last major demographic MapleGO will be communicating with will be the seasonal tourists coming 

to Canada. This demographic is exceptionally lucrative for MapleGO as many more monetization options 

arise. Apart from simple E-scooter rides, tourists would be more inclined to purchase tours powered by 

MapleGO to guide them through downtown Toronto’s most interesting touristy locations. Moreover, 

tourists coming in from abroad will likely not have access to their vehicles. Therefore, the only options 

for commuting left to them will be either the TTC or the taxi. Out of these two options, neither one 

combines low cost, comfort and fun. On the other hand, MapleGo will be easily accessible, cheap in 

price, comfortable to use, and just fun. Social media and targeted online advertising would be utilized to 

reach out to this demographic. More offline advertising would be conducted at different points of entry, 

like the Toronto Pearson airport, the Nexus bridge, and various hotels in Toronto. The value proposition 

to the demographic will be, “Taxi is expensive! Subway is dirty! Walking is outdated! Where you ride, 

how you ride, what you ride, choose and GO.” 

 

Competitive analysis 
 

At this moment, there are multiple different means of transport available for Torontonians with a variety 

of upsides and but also issues. The transportation market certainly is dominated by private cars people use 

for commuting. Moreover, private vehicles are not replaceable as no other means of transport provides 

this extent of flexibility in travel as well as comfort. However, the main issue with private vehicles is that 

they are extremely big and require secure and legal parking locations whenever left unattended. This leads 

to serious complications among drivers in downtown Toronto as the city cannot accommodate so many 

cars. Additionally, the issue becomes its cost for those who manage to find parking. In many cases, 

parking per hour can be comparable to or even higher than one’s hourly wage, making it more of a 

liability. 

 

The second most popular mode of transport is the TTC and the variety of options it provides. Subway 

trains, buses and streetcars roam the city day and night, helping Torontonians go where they need to be. 

However, due to the low costs as well as the public nature of the TTC, there is no joy, fun, or excitement 

when using it. People use the TTC for the sole purpose of getting to their destination. Additionally, 

frequent delays are common due to the high strain on the weak public transit in Toronto. Moreover, wait 

times for all means of transport lead to a time-consuming commute, frequently a breaking point for many 

travellers. The lack of flexibility also plays its part, causing most travellers to walk the final “mile” to 

their destination, extending the travel time even more.  

 

Among other ride-sharing services, the only current and major competitor to MapleGO is Toronto 

BikeShare, allowing Torontonians to use bicycles to commute around Toronto. The main issue of 

BikeShare is that it is based on classic bicycles that cause any commute to be fun yet a partial workout. 

Recently BikeShare started implementing more electric motor-assisted bicycles into their fleet. However, 

at this moment, only 5% of bicycles run by BikeShare are electric motor-assisted. Additionally, these 

assisted bicycles, although better than regular ones, still require physical input to move.  

 

Financial model 
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MapleGO is a ride-sharing e-scooter enterprise aiming to empower reliable commuting for Torontonians. 

In turn, MapleGO will receive payments from clients for using the e-scooters. Many approaches will be 

used for MapleGO services - mainly the subscription plan and the pay-as-you-go system. The 

subscription will be offered mainly to recurring clients of MapleGO who use e-scooters as a frequent 

commute. For a regular pre-paid monthly fee, subscribers can enjoy unlimited access to MapleGo e-

scooters in 30-minute time segments with a 5-minute cooldown. Such subscriptions will be offered on a 

monthly, weekly and daily basis.  

 

The pay-as-you-go framework will enable other MapleGO clients who are not ready to commit long-term 

to still utilize the MapleGO services. The system will work on 10-minute segments, with the rider being 

charged for every 10-minute segment they start to ride. The peak pricing will be incorporated into these 

rides enabling a shifting pricing paradigm based on the current demand. For example, a rider takes a 

scooter at 7 AM (off-peak) and rides for 1.5 hours. However, after the time turns 8 AM and the High-

Peak begins, the rider will pay the high-peak fee for all time riding within the High-Peak.  

 

Acknowledging the anticipated revenue and aforementioned spending, we can expect a substantial profit 

within the first year of operations. Conducting a cost audit, it was determined that the total spending for 

the first year of operation would be $1,648,680. This spending includes all upfront, fixed and ongoing 

variable costs for the first year of operations. The revenue stream, estimated using the 10/30/60 metric 

and average anticipated performance (compared to other ride-sharing start-ups), provided a figure of 

$2,518,800. These figures outline a good profitable outlook for the first year. Moreover, an anticipated 

increase in the e-scooter fleet will have a minor impact on variable costs allowing MapleGO to expand 

easily within Toronto and maybe to other Canadian cities. 

 

Go to Market Plan 
 

To advance Sales and boost the popularity of MapleGO, we will engage in various marketing tactics. Our 

general marketing strategy will be to educate our target demographics about MapleGO as well as 

empower them through knowledge and good offers to try out MapleGO on a free-trial basis. 

 

To start our marketing campaign, we will begin with online ad placement utilizing Google and Facebook 

ads. Targeted nature of online advertisement would allow us to target select and specific demographics, 

minimizing marketing costs and maximizing the final effect. Moreover, advertising campaigns would be 

providing free riding codes to users who sign up using a specific link. This would allow MapleGO to 

attract customers to try out the service and choose to continue on a pay-as-you-go or subscription basis.  

 

To further advance our outreach to MapleGO potential customers, offline advertising leaflets would be 

strategically placed nearby so-called “points of interest.” These points of interest vary, depending on the 

demographic we target at a specific moment.  

 

For the worker demographic, we will place leaflets near major office buildings and entrances to 

underground parking locations. Everyone knows very well that parking in downtown Toronto is 

exceptionally expensive and, for many people, can be unsustainable due to parking being higher than their 

salary per hour. To speak directly with this demographic, leaflets posted would display messages like “No 
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$20 per hour parking on an e-scooter” or “MapleGO never charges parking fees, you just GO.” Such 

leaflets would also display a QR code which, when scanned, would direct the prospect to download the 

MapleGO app with a promo code for a free ride.  

 

A similar approach would be taken towards leisure travellers. To target this demographic, leaflets would 

be strategically placed near entrances to malls and various restaurants in downtown Toronto. Due to 

downtown Toronto being exceptionally busy, the local subway stations get overwhelmed, leading to long 

waiting times and crowded trains with no option to sit or even stand freely. To talk directly to these 

people, leaflets posted will be led with messages “Don’t ruin your weekend on the subway. Just GO!” or 

“No high taxi fees, no crowded subway trains, just GO!” The leaflet would be fitted with a QR code to 

download the MapleGO app fitted with a special promotion.   

 

Being the last major demographic MapleGO will pursue, tourists will also be engaged in offline 

marketing. Whenever people go abroad as tourists, they look for affordable, fun and accessible means of 

transport. By these criteria, we can easily rule out all major means of transport like the TTC (not very 

fun), taxi (expensive) or renting a car (expensive and hardly accessible). At the same time, e-scooters 

qualify all the characteristics as being affordable, fun and accessible. Therefore, to target tourists, 

dedicated leaflets similar to the aforementioned ones will be placed near points of entry like airport 

arrivals and the NEXUS bridge, as well as hotels in downtown Toronto where tourists are located. The 

leaflets will display a message saying, “Don’t taxi, don’t subway, you are on vacation, just GO” or “Why 

spend on a taxi to get burgers? Just GO for less to a good restaurant!” The same QR code will be on these 

leaflets, too, including an introductory first free ride. 


